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Abstract7

A non-uniform model of the load per unit of length distribution of helical gear with8

modification and misalignment was proposed based on the meshing stiffness, transmission9

error, and load-balanced equation. The distribution of unit-line load, transmission error (TE),10

and contact press of any point on the contact plane were calculated by the numerical method.11

The feature coordinate system was put forward to implement the helical preliminary design12

and strength rating. The thermal elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) model of helical gear13

was established, and the pressure, film, and temperature fields were obtained from the thermal14

EHL model. The maximum contact temperature and minimum film thickness solved by15

thermal EHL were applied to check the scuffing load capacity. The highest flash temperature16

and thinnest film occur in the dedendum of the pinion. The thermal EHL method to evaluate17

the scuffing load capacity is effective.18

19

Index terms— helical gear; meshing stiffness; load distribution; scuffing load capacity.20

1 Introduction21

helical gear is an common transmission device and has been widely used in all the fields, especially the machine22
under high speeds and heavy loads. The load distribution is the foundation of the gear preliminary design and23
strength rating process. It is known that the load distribution depends on the meshing stiffness of the tooth24
pair, and the load per unit of length is different at any point in the contact plane. The simple equations in25
standard ISO [1,2] to describe the load distribution, which is not in good agreement with experimental results.26
The contact lines of a helical gear are not parallel with the axial line, and the length of contact lines is dynamic27
changing in the meshing process.28

Some studies on the meshing stiffness and load distribution of involute gears can be found in technical literature.29
Z. Chen et al. [3][4][5][6] studied the tooth mesh stiffness and transmission error via the finite element method30
(FEM). However, this method is feasible but has the problem no generality of the obtained results. Afterward,31
J.I.Pedreroet al. [7][8][9] proposed a method to calculated non-uniform load distribution along the line of contact32
from the minimum elastic criterion potential, which depends on the transverse contact ratio. Through this33
method, the author analyzed the bending strength and pitting load capacity of helical gears. But the balanced34
load equation was not considered in this method. Thus it can’t provide the load distribution of any point on the35
contact plane, and it is hard to locate the maximum value of the load.36

The heavy load and high-speed gear generate a lot of heat and temperature rise. High contact temperature of37
lubricant and tooth surfaces at the instantaneous contact position may lead to the breakdown of the lubricant38
film at the contact interface. The scuffing failure is unpredictable and fatal for the gears system. Therefor the39
scuffing load capacity is of great importance in the process of helical gear system preliminary design and strength40
rating, especially for the heavy load and high-speed gear system. ISO [10,11] provides two methods, namely the41
flash temperature method and integral temperature method, to evaluate the scuffing load capacity of the gear42
system, nevertheless the load distribution use the simplified form and the flash temperature calculated based on43
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5 FIG. 6: THE LENGTH RATIO VARYING WITH THE TOTAL CONTACT
RATIO C) THE TOOTH MESHING STIFFNESS

the Blok flash temperature equation [12], which can’t get the accurate flash temperature and need to attach a44
large safety factor to amend it.45

The thermal elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) is also a hot research topic. So far, most studies focused46
on the thermal EHL of spur gears. Wang and Cheng obtained a comprehensive research on a numerical simulation47
of the contact conditions of straight spur gear pairs [13,14]. L.M. Li proposed an inverse approach to establish the48
pressure, temperature rise, and apparent viscosity distribution in an EHL line contact [15]. Some methods and49
beneficial work to study on the EHL of spur gear, and a mass of cases were obtained, but these research mostly stay50
in the theoretical and ignore the practical application [16][17][18][19]. Besides the spur gears, the EHL research of51
helical gears is rare, no matter under the isothermal or thermal conditions. Recently, P.Yang and P.R.Yang used52
the multilevel multi-integration method to study the thermal elastohydrodynamic lubrication of tapered rollers53
in the opposite orientation; this model can be applied to the helical gear system [20]. These technical literature54
mentioned above mostly focus on the calculation method and directly offer the load; they can express the thermal55
EHL characteristic in theory but can’t apply to A Global Journal of Researches in Engineering (A ) Volume Xx56
X Issue I Version I the actual conditions. The scuffing load capacity can be evaluated by the maximum contact57
temperature and minimum film thickness, which can be solved by the thermal EHL method. The literature of58
thermal EHL mostly focus on the temperature and film thickness of some single points [16][17][18][19][20]. The59
literature which makes the thermal EHL theory to design and check gear is absent.60

This paper proposes a method to study the load per unit of length distribution of all the points on contact plane61
of helical gears accurately based on the balanced Load equation, transmission error, and meshing stiffness. The62
feature coordinate to simplify the preliminary design and strength check process of helical gears is established.63
Based on the load distribution, the thermal EHL model, which corresponds more to actual conditions, is put64
forward. The hydrodynamic pressure, film thickness, and contact temperature, as well as the flash temperature,65
to check the scuffing load capacity are calculated via the numerical method.66

2 II.67

3 The Load Distribution Model of Helical Gear68

a) The contact model of the helical gear under heavy load For operating helical gear pair under heavy load, even69
though the driving pinion rotates at a constant speed, the gear as well as fall behind the angle ? ? than the70
theoretical location because of the deformation of driving and driven gear along the action line. As Fig. 1 shows,71
the meshing condition viewing from helical gear transverse direction, the profile of the solid line is the theoretical72
location, and the dashed line is the actual location under deformation. N 1 N 2 is the theoretical action line.73
Thus for any point K at the action line, the deformation along the action line is The analysis model of the helical74
gear is shown as Fig. 2, the contact plane N 1 N 2 N 3 N 4 is the tangent plane of two gear base circle. K 1 K 2 is75
one of the contact line. The actual action line is A 1 E 1 .The transverse contact ratio calculated by Equ.2. is the76
single contact tooth region. In double contact tooth regions, the contact lines always occur double in the same77
location. The coordinate system is established to describe the actual contact plane A 1 A 2 E 1 E2. The axial78
direction and action line direction are described by B and Î?” [10]. Î?” is the dimensionless parameter defined as79
follow: For helical gears, the contact lines at the same time always more than one (depend on the total contact80
ratio), so setting L denotes the sum of the length of all the contact lines, the sum load of the helical gear is the81
integral of w k , at any moment, it should be balanced to the extern load, the balanced load equation as follow:C82
N C N K N 1 1 1 / ) ( ? = Î?”sum b b L L K W r n P dl r l k dl w = = ? = ? ? 1 1 2 0 0 9549 ) ( ? (1)83

Where C is the pitch point, K the contact point, thus ] , [1 1 E A Î?” Î?” ? Î?” , ] , 0 [ b B ? .84

4 Fig. 3: Analysis model of helical real action plane85

Now assuming A 1 is the gear pair approach point (begin meshing), the contact line will move along with the86
line A 1 E 2 to the recess action point E 2 . Axial contact ratio is expressed by the ? ? . The length distribution87
of contact lines with the parameters listed in Table 1 shows as Fig. 5. For different gear pairs, the distribution of88
load per unit of length is different. Compare the gear pair one and two or three and four, the face width doubled,89
and the length of the contact line almost double as well. The wider the tooth width, the longer the total length.90
But the value that the maximum minus the minimum has the upper limit value. We are letting the length ratio91
max min / L L = ? , the length ratio under different helix angle is show in Fig. ??. It is obvious that when 292
< ? ? , the length ratio is only 0.5, and the fluctuation of length is greatly, the maximum is as double as the93
minimum length. When2 > ? ?94

, the length ratio is close to 1.95

5 Fig. 6: The length ratio varying with the total contact ratio96

c) The tooth meshing stiffness97

The gear profile is a complex graphics and can be simply as the combination of a rectangle and a trapezium,98
as the Fig. 7 shows. The gear deformation includes the bending deformation, shear deformation, and contact99
deformation. The total is the sum of the rectangle deformation and trapezium deformation. The total of the100
contact deformation point along the action line can be expressed as the sum of the bending deformation B ? ,101
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shear deformation, S ? and lean deformation G ? . ? ? ? ? ? ? + ? = 3 ) ( cos 12 3 3 2 r r x r x f i x Br h h h h102
h S E w ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? + + = x i r i r i r f i x S h h h h h h h S E w ln ) ( cos ) 1 ( 2 2 1 ? ? ? 2 2 cos103
24 f i x x G S E wh ? ? ? =104

Where h is the height of the tooth, h x the height of contact point, h r the height of the rectangle, x ? the105
pressure angle of the contact point,a f a r f i S S S h hS h ? ? = ,v i106

notes the Poisson’s ratio of pinion, E i the elastic modulus of pinion or gear, w the load per unit of length.107
When a pair of tooth meshing, the sum deformation along the action line can be described as the Equ.6?PV108

? ? ? ? + + = ? 2 1 (6) Where E v v w PV ? ? )] 1 ( ) 1 [( 2 2 2 2 1 ? + ? =109
is the contact deformation of the meshing point, so the stiffness of this point can be expressed as Equ.7.? = ?110

/ w k (7)111
Fig. 8 shows the distribution of stiffness along the action line; the maximum occurs close to the pitch point.112

The regulation of stiffness is similar to the inverse unitary potential ) (? v in Ref. [7-9], which all reflect the113
capacity that the tooth bears the deformation. ? ? ? = sum L sum dl TE l k W 0 ) ((8)114

For the convenience of numerical calculation, the line A 1 E 1 is divided into N nodes, and) 1 /( 1 1 ? = ? N115
E A l116

, so the total load can be expressed as Equ.9, the number of the contact line is m.b x ij m j n i ij sum l TE k117
W ? sin / ) 0 ), max(( 1 1 ? = = ? ? ? = ?? (9)118

The load distribution calculation process of helical gear is shown as Fig. ??. According to the equations above,119
we can calculate the load distribution of every point on the contact plane. Firstly, letting L=L 0 , k=k c , and120
TE 0 will be calculated; secondly, from the Equ.9, the sum load was obtained, then modified the TE according121
to Equ.10, until the sum load satisfied the Equ.11, then repeat this process until the results of all points were122
obtained. r i r i x i r i x i r i h h h h S E w ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = ? ?123
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Global Journal of Researches in Engineering (A ) Volume Xx X Issue I Version The contact model of the126
helical gear can be regarded as two tapered rollers [20]. In this model, the actual geometric model is two oval127
in oxz coordinate systems, and the geometric parameters as follows: According to the Hertz contact theory, the128
maximum contact press of the helical gear is expressed as Equ.14.129

6 R Ew130

H ? ? ? 2 4 = (14)131
Where f) The load distribution calculation of helical gear without modification In the calculation process, the132

modification, setting ij ? to 0, then the transmission and the unit-line load of contact plane can be obtained. The133
threedimension unit-line load distribution is shown in Fig. 11. The load distribution on the contact plane is not134
only depends on the transmission error, but also depends on the stiffness distribution. The value of the load is135
small in the dedendum and addendum region of helical gear, and large close to pitch point. For the different helix136
angles and different face width, the load distribution is different. As we know, the sliding speed is maximum in137
the dedendum or addendum. From the 4 cases, the biggest occurs in the begin meshing and engaging-out point138
of, the helical contact plane.2 1 2 1 R R R R R + = the curvature sum, E is equivalent to Young’s modulus, ? ?139
? ? ? ? ? ? ? + = 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 - 1 2 1 1 E E E ? ? .140

The transmission errors of helical gear pairs shown in Fig. 12, its distribution law corresponding to the141
distribution of length. The fluctuation of transmission error is the main indicator of the vibration and dynamic142
load. It is significant to choose the advisable helix angle and face width to make the fluctuation of transmission143
error minimum.144

The contact press distribution of the helical gears is shown in Fig. 13. It is similar to the unit-line load.145
But the contact stress of foot is greater than that of top of pinion. It is because the sum radius of the curvature146

of the root is smaller than that of the tooth top. For a helical cylindrical gear without modification, the maximum147
contact press is located at the engagement of the pinion root. As shown in Fig. 14, it is a fatigue pinion of an148
electric axle after the loading bench test, fatigue pitting at the meshing point of the root of the pinion. The149
contact stress with the modification and misalignment In practical application, the tooth surface of helical gear150
needs to be modified. For one reason, the maximum contact press located at the engagement of the pinion root.151
For the second reason, the shafts, bearings, and the housing will be deformed under the heavy load.152

The modification includes the profile modification and helix modification. Profile modification includes profile153
crowning, pressure angle modification, tip relief, and root relief. The helix modification includes lead crowning,154
helix angel modification, and end relief. According to the calculation method in Fig. ??, the transmission155
error(TE), unit-line load distribution, and contact press distribution of helical gear could be obtained. For the156
four gear pairs in table 1, the modification parameters are shown as table 2. In a transmission system, due to157
the deformation of the transmission shaft, the machining error of the gearbox, and the changes of the bearing158
stiffness, the gears pair will operate with misalignment. The contact state with misalignment can be simulated159
by the helix angle modification. Take gear pair 4 for example, the contact press distribution with different helix160
modification is shown in Fig. 17. With the increase of tooth inclination deviation, the contact stress inclines to161
one end, and the maximum stress is also increasing. The feature coordinate system From the above analysis, all162
the results in the contact plane were calculated by the numerical method. But in the preliminary design and163
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strength rating process of helical gear, our focus is the maximum stress or the highest contact temperature of164
the contact plane. For the helical gear, the sliding speed is large in the addendum and dedendum region, and165
most scuffing failure occurs in these regions. The sliding speed approximately zero in the region close to the pitch166
point, so it is safer than the addendum and dedendum region. The 3-dimensional load distribution covers all167
the information about the contact plane, but it is timewasting and not intuitionistic. So the feature coordinate168
system should be established.169

7 Fig. 18: Unit-linear load and transmission error distribution170

In Fig. 3, the line A 1 E 2 is recommended as the feature coordinate system, marked by ? , defined the171
same as Î?” . The A 1 is the approach point (begin meshing), and E 2 is the recess point. The parameters172
in feature coordinate cover both the tooth profile and axial information. The unit-line load distribution along173
with the feature coordinate is shown in Fig. 18.Compared the feature coordinate and 3-dimension coordinate,174
the maximum is the same in the addendum and dedendum region, the value in the feature coordinate system175
is a little lower than the three-dimension coordinate close to the pitch point, because the dangerous region of176
helical gear is the addendum and dedendum, so that the feature coordinate can satisfy the need of design and177
strength ratting. Furthermore, the feature coordinate is more succinct than the three-dimension. From the load178
distribution of gear pair 1 and 3, or gear pair 2 and 4, the helix angle has influenced a lot on the load distribution,179
in the case, the helix angle from the 9.8 to 20.2, and the maximum load per unit of length from the In the Ref.10,180
the load distribution of narrow helical gear is given as the Fig. 19, the buttressing effect near the end points181
A and E of the line of action, compared the results in this paper, the load distribution is similar with the gear182
pair 1,but is different from the gear pair 2, so the ISO can reflect the characteristic to some extent. Still it can’t183
adapt to all the conditions. In this way, the method proposed by this paper is effective, and the point AU and184
EU is given by Equ. 15.b EU E A AU ? sin 2 . 0 = Î?” ? Î?” = Î?” ? Î?” (15)185

In the ISO standard theory, the helical gear with the total contact ratio When gears pair subjected to heavy186
loads, the lubricating film may not separate the surfaces adequately, leading to localized damage of the tooth187
surface. This type of failure is known as scuf fing and it is checked by maximum contact temperature and film188
thickness. Scuffing failure may occur at any stage during the lifetime of a set of gears, and it may lead to failure189
in a few of hours if the contact temperature is too high. So it is significant to research the scuffing load capacity190
of the gears.191

The high contact temperature is the main reason for scuffing failure, and the interfacial contact temperature192
conceived as the sum of two components, namely the bulk and flash temperature [10]. The bulk temperature193
fields are constant with time. Nevertheless, the flash temperature varies with time, and only appears in the194
interface of pinion and gear. In the thermal steady state, the bulk temperature of the tooth is higher than the195
ambient oil temperature.f M B t t t + = (16)196

Where t B is the contact temperature, t M the bulk temperature, and t f the flash temperature. The bulk197
temperature can be calculated by the finite element method (FEM). For the pinion of the pair 1, the bulk198
temperature is 360K (87?), the ambient oil temperature is 60?.199

The internal energy of oil film will increase due to the compression and viscous damping, and the temperature200
of oil film and tooth will rise because of the heat convection and conduction. After some time, the whole system201
will be on a thermal steady state. The bulk temperature of gear was higher than the ambient oil temperature.202
Therefore, in the inlet zone, the tooth profile is the heat source to heat the lubrication film, and the lubrication203
film temperature will rise instantly as high as the bulk temperature because that the lubricating film thickness204
is so thin. Then the temperature of the lubrication film will get higher due to the compression and viscous205
damping. In this region, the lubricating film is the heat source to heat the gear by convection and conduction.206
The ambient temperature was chosen as the inlet temperature in the technical literature [16][17][18][19][20]. By207
this means, the interface temperatures of the inlet contact region solved by the numerical method will lower208
than the interface bulk temperature; It is not in good agreement with the fact. In this paper, the interface bulk209
temperature was taken as the inlet temperature, which is more reasonable.210

8 b) The thermal elastohydrodynamic lubrication equations i.211

Reynolds equation212

For the thermal steady state, the Reynolds equation of helical gear can be expressed in the following form as:?213
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 0 1 1 2 2 2 ) ( ) ( F F x u u x h u x p F x ? ?(17)214
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Wheredz F h ? = 0 0 / 1 ? , dz z F h ? = 0 1 /? , dz F F z z F h ? ? ? = 0 0 1 2 ) / ( /? ? .219
The sliding speed of contact point:30 / 2 , 1 i i i i R n u ? = = ?(18)220
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In this equation, the mass density and the viscosity of lubricant can be described by Dowson and Higginson221
temperature-pressure-density relationship [21] and Roelands temperature-pressure-viscosity relationship [22] can222
be expressed as: ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? × + × + = ? ? ) (? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?223
? ? + + ? = ? 0 138 138 ) 1 ( 1 exp ) , ( 0 2 1 0 s z t t p A A t p ? ?(20)224

Where 67 . 9 ln 0 1+ = ? A , 9 - 2 10 1 . 5 × = A , ) /( 2 1 A A z ? = , )) 138 ( /( 0 1 0 ? = t A s ? .225
ii. The film thickness is given asds s x x p E R x h h b a x x ? ? ? + = ln ) ( 4 2 2 0 ? (21)226
Whereh 0 is film thickness constant depend on the applied load.227

10 iii. The balanced load equation228

The hydrodynamic pressure of the contact region must be in equilibrium with the input load, which calculated229
by the numerical method in section 2.Thus the pressure equilibrium is expressed by the following equation:? =230
b a x x dx x p w ) ((22)231

The three-dimensional temperature distribution of oil film was calculated by the energy equation as follows:?232
? ?? ? ?? ?? ? ? ? ? ?? ?? ? ion FluidFrict Expation n Compressio Conduction H p z u x p u t t z t x t u c 2233
/ eat 2 2 Convection ) ( ) ( ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = ? ? ? ? + ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? (23)234

The boundary condition for Eq.23 is the thermal interface equation: The equation governing the shear stress235
in the lubricant film is a momentum equation which for the Newtonian fluid is as follow:? ? ? ? ? ? ? + ? ? ?236
= + ? ? ? = ? ? ? ? = ? ? = x b h z x a z t s x ds z t u c h x t t s x ds z t u c x t? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = ? ? z237
u z x p ? (24) iv. Numerical method238

All equations and boundary conditions mentioned above about thermal were written into dimensionless forms239
to facilitate the numerical calculation. There are pressure loop and temperature loop in the entire calculation240
process. In the pressure loop, assuming the temperature of all the nodes is the ambient temperature (360K).241
In the contact coordinate in the rolling direction ( x direction), the whole contact region (from inlet position to242
outlet position) was divided into 81 non-equidistant nodes; the interval is large in the inlet region and small in243
the secondary pressure peak region. The distribution of pressure and the film thickness can be calculated by244
the Newton-Raphson method depending on the Equ.17-24.Divided the film gap (obtained in the pressure loop, z245
direction) into 21 equidistant nodes. The temperature of all the nodes can be calculated depend on the equ.20-21246
and equ.24-25.Then repeat these two processes until the pressure error less than 5 -10 .The lubricant properties247
are shown in Table 2. N/m shown in Fig. 14. For the gear transimission system under heavy load, the film center248
pressure is higher; in this case, the maximum pressure is as high as 1.51GPa, the minimum film thickness is 0.42249
m µ . Because of the heavy load, the curve of oil pressure and oil thick has’t the typical characteristic of thermal250
EHL. The secondary pressure peak close to the outlet and inconspicuous. The distribution of the pressure is251
similar to Hertzian pressure distribution. The maximum occurs the location x=0 and the heavier of the load,252
the higher of the maximum. The heavier, the wider the contact zone. Furthermore, it has little influence on253
the minimum oil thickness. The three-dimension and boundaries temperature distribution of the contact region254
are shown in Fig. 21. The film center temperature is much higher than two boundaries; this is because the255
heat conducts from the film to all the teeth to maintain the bulk temperature. The distribution of film center256
temperature is similar to the film center pressure and peaked in the Hertzian maximum, but two boundaries are257
different from the film center; the temperature increase until close to the outlet and slightly decrease. The reason258
is in the rear part of the contact zone, the compression effect is no longer generate the heat, so the heat from the259
film center to the two boundaries via conduction effect and to the inner tooth through convection.260

11 b) Comparison with the Blok’s flash temperature261

The contact and flash temperature is the main reason for the gear scuffing failure, Blok derived the flash262
temperature equation in 1937 [12] as follow:0 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 ) ( 7858 . 0 b u c u c u u fw t f ? ? ?263
? + ? = (25)264

Where f=0.06 is coefficient of friction, w the load per unit of length, In the thermal EHL results, the maximum265
temperature rise of two boundaries is its flash temperature. The flash temperature along the feature coordinate266
was calculated by the thermal EHL method and Blok equation as show in Fig. 22. In the dedendum region267
of the pinion (close to approach point), the thermal EHL flash temperature is higher than the Blok result, and268
in the addendum region of the pinion(close to recess point), the Blok temperature is lower than thermal EHL269
flash temperature. In theory, the temperature-pressure-density and temperaturepressure-viscosity effect and the270
compression of oil film were considered in the thermal EHL theory. The Blok flash temperature equation is271
very concise and corresponding to the experiment to some extent. However, it loses sight of the influence of272
the bulk temperature, so it is not a good agreement of the experiment under the heavy load. Thus the thermal273
EHL theory is even close to the actual condition. The safety factor defined as follow [10]: Where t s is the274
scuffing temperature, t oil the ambient temperature, t cmax the maximum contact temperature. When gear275
teeth are separated completely by a full fluid film of lubricant, there is no contact between the asperities of tooth276
surfaces, and usually, there is no scuffing and wear. For the heavy load helical gear, the thickness of oil film is277
very small, and incidental asperity contact takes place. As the minimum film thickness decreases, the number278
of contacts increases, abrasive wear, adhesive wear, and scuffing became possible. So the minimum thickness of279
lubricant film is a property of scuffing load capacity, especially for the gear pair under heavy load. The minimum280
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11 B) COMPARISON WITH THE BLOK’S FLASH TEMPERATURE

thickness equation was given by Dowson and Higginson [22] as the Equ.27. The safe factor can be measured by281
the thickness ratio. When the thickness ratio ) 4 , 1 ) ? ? ,it is considered as mixed friction. When the thickness282
ratio is less than 1, the scuffing failure probably takes place to a great extent. 1 2 3 4 5

3

Figure 1: The 3 mw

Figure 2:
283

1b r base radius of gear, m ba
2© 2020 Global Journals
3x i f x Bt h h h h h h h h h h
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11 B) COMPARISON WITH THE BLOK’S FLASH TEMPERATURE

1

Gear
Pair 1

Gear
Pair 2

Gear
Pair 3

Gear
Pair 4

Number of teeth (pinion/gear) 23/30 23/30 23/30 23/30
Normal pressure angle 20 20 20 20
Normal module, mm 3 3 3 3
Face width, mm 20 40 20 40
Input power(kw) 50 50 50 50
Modulus of elasticity ?? Helix angle,° 9.8 9.8 20.2 20.2

[Note: 1 /?? 2 , GPa 206/206 206/206 206/206 206/206 Poisson ratio, ?? 1 /?? 2 0.3/0.3 0.3/0.3 0.3/0.3
0.3/0.3]

Figure 27: Table 1 :

2

Modification form Modification/um
profile crowning(barreling) ?? ?? 10
Lead crowning ?? ?? 10
tip relief 5
End relief 0
Helix angle modification fH? 0
Pressure angle modification?fH? 0

Figure 28: Table 2 :

2

Symbol,unit Value
Ambient viscosity of lubricant , 0 ? ,Ns/ 2 m 0.08
Specific heat of lubricant, c, J/kgK 2000
Specific heats of solids,J/kgK 470
Thermal conductivity of lubricant, ? , W/mK 0.14
Thermal conductivities of solids a and b, 1

Figure 29: Table 2 :

18



.1 Conclusions

The minimum film thickness solved by thermal EHL and Dowson equation is shows as Fig. ??3. The minimum284
thickness curves are similar along the feature coordinate of gear pair one and two. The minimum film thick is285
lowest in the dedendum of the pinion, so the dedendum of the pinion is dangerous. The results are consistent286
with the maximum flash temperature method. The value from thermal EHL is lower than that from the Dowson287
equation. The Dowson equation didn’t consider the influence of temperature on film thickness.288

In contrast to the fatigue damage, a single momentary overload may initiate scuffing failure, so the scuffing289
capacity is crucial for the heavy load and highspeed helical gear system. The minimum film thickness and290
maximum contact temperature, as well as the flash temperature obtained by the thermal EHL theory, are291
applied to check the scuffing strength. The scuffing capacity can be checked by the flash temperature or minimum292
thickness method.293

V.294

.1 Conclusions295

In this paper, a model of non-uniform along the contact line of helical gear teeth, obtained from the meshing296
stiffness, transmission error, and balanced load equation, has been proposed. The feature coordinate system297
was established to simply preliminary design and strength rating process. The thermal effect of helical gear298
lubrication will affect the scuffing load capacity. The thermal EHL method is applied to check the scuffing load299
capacity.300

The following conclusions can be drawn:301
1. The length of contact lines depends on the face width and basic helix angle. And the length is oline is not302

paralleled with the axial line. The fluctuation is evident when the total contact ratio less than 2.The distribution303
of transmission error is similar to the sum length. The distribution of load per unit of length is dependent on304
the meshing stiffness and transmission, it is similar to the meshing stiffness along the contact line and similar to305
the transmission error along the Baxis. The modification of gears can greatly improve the distribution of contact306
stress. The maximum contact stress is concentrated in the center of the tooth surface to avoid the contact between307
the tooth surface. The contact stress inclines to one end, and the maximum stress is also increasing under with308
misalignment. 2. The feature coordinate system established in this paper can cover bother the tooth profile and309
axial information. It can satisfy the need for preliminary design and strength check of helical gears. The weakest310
strength region is the dedendum of the pinion. A load of the dedendum region in the feature coordinate system311
is as same as the threedimension coordinates system.312

3. The thermal EHL theory can provide more information to check the scuffing load capacity. The highest313
contact temperature and minimum film thickness method were applied to evaluate the scuffing load capacity. The314
pressure distribution under heavy load is similar to the Hertzian pressure distribution, and the secondary presser315
peak close the outlet and inconspicuous. The temperature of the film center is much higher than two boundaries.316
The film center temperature distribution is similar to the pressure distribution. The two boundaries temperature317
increase until close to the outlet and slightly decrease. The thermal EHL flash temperature is corresponding to318
the Blok flash temperature but higher in the dedendum region and lower in the addendum region of the pinion.319
The minimum thickness film is smaller than the Dowson equation. So the scuffing load capacity that solved by320
thermal EHL is more practical than the traditional method.321
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